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This report is produced by OCHA Syria in collaboration with humanitarian partners.  

HIGHLIGHTS 

• On 20 January, an attack on Sina’a prison 
in Al-Hasakeh city resulted in rapidly 
escalating hostilities with gun fire and 
explosions reported from the area.  
 

• Civilian casualties and injuries have been 
reported, although the numbers have not 
been confirmed. 

 

• Up to 45,000 people have been displaced 
from their homes to other neighborhoods 
in the city. Most people are sheltering with 
family or friends. Some 750 people are 
being hosted at two temporary shelters.  

 

• The humanitarian priority is to rapidly 
scale-up emergency assistance, 
particularly food assistance and non-food 
items (NFI’s) as sub-zero conditions were 
reported this week across Syria. 

 
 

SITUATION OVERVIEW  

On 20 January, Sina’a Prison was attacked by an unknown group, with explosions and gun fire reported from 
the area and in the surrounding, southern neighbourhoods of Al-Hasakeh city. Up to 6,000 people, many of 
whom are charged with being associated with terrorist organizations, are imprisoned in Sina’a. Early reports 
indicate that at least 80 prisoners escaped in the recent attack. Multiple attacks and riots have been reported 
in previous years at both prisons although none of the previous incidents are of this magnitude.  

 

There are reports of civilian injuries and fatalities although the numbers are unconfirmed. A massive security 
operation was launched in nearby Ghweiran and Al Zouhour neighbourhoods with airstrikes and gunfire 
reported as of 23 January. Major damage to public infrastructure is also reported in these areas. Since 20 
January, communities in Ghweiran and Al Zouhour have not had access to public services including health 
services and potable water as well as essential items such as heating fuel and bread. As of 23 January, a total 
lockdown was announced in Al-Hasakeh city for seven days with hostilities confined to the southern 
neighbourhoods. A partial curfew was announced for all cities in north-east Syria and a ban on movement 
between cities for seven days.  

The only safe exit from Ghweiran neighborhood is on the boundary with the GoS-controlled area in Al-Hasakeh 
city center. People using this corridor are searched by security services before being transferred to SARC and 
NGOs who transport them to host communities or temporary shelters. Approximately 9,000 families (45,000 
people), including many women and children, are displaced to the GoS-controlled area in Al-Hasakeh city 
centre, and the neighbourhoods of Al-Nashwa, Al-Salihiya, Al-Aziziyah, and Tal Hajar. An additional 150 
families (750 people) are hosted at two temporary shelters in Al-Hasakeh city and Tel Hajar with more 
projected to arrive in the coming days. Most displaced people are sheltering with families or friends in areas 
north of the Khabour river and the eastern neighbourhoods of Al-Hasakeh city. 

Approximately 12 United Nations trucks on cross-line movements from Tabqa in Ar Raqqa on their way to the 
UN logistics warehouses in Qamishli are stranded in Al Hasakeh city or at Ar Raqqa as the southern entrance 
to Al-Hasakeh is closed.  
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HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 

Since 20 January, the Syrian Arab Red Crescent (SARC) have assisted in evacuating families from the 
borders of Ghweiran neighborhood to Al-Hasakeh city centre and the neighborhoods of Al-Salihiya, Al-
Aziziyah, and Tal Hajar. SARC is also providing these families with medical services and potable water.  

The Directorate of Social Affairs and Labour (DoSAL) opened the Al Ball Hall as a temporary shelter in GoS-
controlled area of Al Hasakeh city, which is currently hosting 60 families (approximately 300 people). On 23 
January, Musab bin Omair Mosque in Tal Hajar reportedly hosting 90 families (approximately 450 people). 
DoSAL and SARC also organized a reception area at a sports centre in Al-Hasakeh city where people will be 
registered before being moved to the temporary shelter. The government has requested urgent support from 
the UN and humanitarian partners, particularly for Non-Food Items (NFIs), heaters and ready-to-eat rations.  

Six NGOs, Al-Yamama, Al Birr wa Alihsan, Almawada, EPDC, Alamani and Al Birr, are providing assistance 
including medical care, food assistance, potable water and protection services at the shelters and for the newly 
displaced. A mobile health team, in cooperation with SARC, has deployed to the Aloloa Health Center. Mobile 
teams providing reproductive health, psycho-social support and referrals to medical clinics have been 
deployed to the areas. Partners have developed emergency response plans to provide 10,000 blankets, 1,800 
mattresses, NFIs, hygiene and dignity kits and food rations at the temporary shelters and food rations for IDPs 
hosted in local communities pending approval from authorities.  

Humanitarian partners are discussing access into areas in Al-Hasakeh city under the control of local 
authorities. The Area Humanitarian Country Team in Qamishli met on 23 January to discuss an emergency 
response plan, share updated information on displacement, access issues and humanitarian response and 
map out stockpiles that can be deployed quickly. Current priorities are to secure humanitarian access to the 
affected population and ensure emergency supplies are available to respond to 15,000 families. 
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